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APPLIED CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY

Poly-Dissolve
Polystyrene dissolver and solvent emulsifier
Description
POLY-DISSOLVE has been specially formulated to dissolve and emulsify expanded polystyrene commonly used in the
Concrete Construction and Pre-Cast Industries, these include void formers, stop ends, box outs and inserts.

Application
POLY-DISSOLVE should be used neat as supplied. The preferred method of application is by pouring from a non-pressured
apparatus such as a watering can with a fine rose fitted. Only a small quantity is required to dissolve quite large sections of
polystyrene. Once a liquid residue has been formed, wash away with water or wipe away with a damp cloth. If the residue is
left for a while it will solidify, this can easily be liquefied again by further application of POLY-DISSOLVE.

Properties
Appearance:
Specific Gravity:
Flash Point:
Viscosity:
Boiling Point:
Storage Life:

Clear straw, low viscosity
0.895 @ 20°C
47°C (PMCC)
<7 cSt @ 20°C
100°C
Indefinite in sealed drums.

Coverage
POLY-DISSOLVE has the ability to dissolve up to 10 times its own volume, actual results will vary depending on polystyrene
density and application. We can not give actual application rates as there are to many variables. Site trials will determine
the optimum usage.

Storage & Handling
Manufactured in sealed drums. Requires no special storage facilities. Material should be applied in well ventilated areas.
Keep away from naked flames, electrical equipment, foodstuffs and children.

Health & Safety
Refer to separate safety data sheet. Copies available on request. If spraying, care should be taken to minimise inhalation
and contact with eyes and ensure adequate ventilation during application.

Packaging & Transport
Supplied in 20ltr, 200ltr steel drums and 1000ltr IBC tanks.

Quality Assurance
Norsekem Limited Products are manufactured under quality assured schemes
Norsekem Limited products are guaranteed against defective materials and manufacture. Products are sold subject to the Norsekem Limited Terms and
Conditions of Sale, copies of which are available on request. Norsekem Limited endeavors to ensure that the above data and any further advice is correct,
Norsekem Limited can not accept liability for the use to which products are put or the way in which they are used. All recommendations stated by the
company are made in good faith. Recommendations do not over-ride the basic obligation of the user to satisfy themselves at all times as to suitability of
the product for their particular application.
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